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The concept of scale—large and small, heavy and light, vast and intimate—has always been embedded in visual art.  
One need only think of the diminutive Venus of Willendorf and the truly massive Great Pyramid of Giza to get the idea.  
In the realm of ceramics, there are numerous instances spanning the history of art that illustrate the importance of 
scale—especially larger works that contradict the domestic size so often associated with porcelain, stoneware, and 
other ceramic objects.  For example, the Pithos (storage) jars from the Late Minoan period (1500-1100 BCE) were 
large enough for the potters themselves to crawl inside.  In the 19th-century, David Drake, also known as Dave the 
Potter and Dave the Slave, was an enslaved African American who worked as a “turner” in pottery facilities in South 
Carolina.  He created pots of such massive volume they could hold upwards of 50 gallons.  Drake’s pots, however, were 
more than simply vessels for storage; they became vehicles of subversion by openly expressing his literary skills (at a 
time when such knowledge could seriously endanger a slave) through the inscription of his original poems on these 
ostensibly utilitarian objects.  Big vessels hold a dear place in the hearts of potters, but until the mid-20th century, 
they too often remained just pots.

In his 2002 catalog essay “Pop and Circumstance: Ron Nagle’s Cups”, the art historian and noted ceramics scholar 
Garth Clark wrote, “Ceramics is a post-1950’s movement that lives in the margins between high and low art”.  That 
changed with the emergence in the art world of Peter Voulkos (1924-2002) in the 1960s.  His 500-pound Abstract 
Expressionist-inspired ceramic sculptures provided an escape route from the practical constraints of utilitarianism and 
provided an on-ramp to the plane of ideas and the sphere of fine art.  John Mason (b. 1927) joined Voulkos to create 
massive works in clay that crushed the limitations of craft fair booths. Ron Nagle (b. 1939), a student of Voulkos, has 
dedicated his career to teacup-sized objects, voicing a counterpoint to the macho concerns of large-scale ceramic 
sculpture. Nagle’s works can rest in one’s palm with room to spare, but the compositions, colors, and forms take up a 
psychological space that borders on the monolithic.

Recently, the art world—and more specifically, the Bay Area—has witnessed yet another shedding of ceramics’ 
puritanical skin with the ubiquitous use of mixed media.  Ceramics’ self-conscious mantra, “all must be made of clay,” 
has gradually given way to a widespread incorporation of materials decidedly not made of clay.  All six of the artists in 
Two-Scale—Todd Barricklow, Victoria Jang, Nathan Lynch, Mark Messenger, Woody De Othello, and Nancy Selvin—
are creating an expanded vocabulary through which viewers can see ceramics in a new light.  The sheer mass of many 
of the objects in this exhibition defies the traditional expectation of ceramics placed demurely atop a pedestal and 
situates them squarely in the territory of sculpture.  In addition, the ideas that each of these artists is exploring brings a 
fresh point of view to the notion of ceramic as an art medium. Issues of feminism, ecology, cross-cultural exploration, 
the psychology of spaces, myths, and the rise and fall of civilizations are all fearlessly confronted by these artists.

Two-Scale is devoted to the innovative voices in Bay Area ceramics. Each of the participating artists is steeped in the 
history of ceramic art while simultaneously disrupting viewers’ expectations of what is possible with a hand full of dirt.

Gregory Roberts
Professor of Ceramics

Sonoma State University

INTRODUCTION



ESSAY 
The art history of western expansion 
and California Bay Area artists has 
been told very well; large scale 
paintings such as Thomas Hill’s Great 
Canyon of the Sierra, Yosemite or 
modern sweeping landscapes by Ed 
Ruscha, instantly come to mind.  There 
is something to the vast unexplored 
spaces in California which still beacon 
new settlers to try new things: Be Bold 
and Go Big with their art!

The exhibition, Two-Scale, dares to 
expand that large-scale art history 
to contemporary ceramic sculptures.  
When one thinks about ceramics, we 
often think of tabletop plates and cups 
or precious pedestal-sized works that 
barely exceed the scale of a human 
bust.   But in California and the Bay 
Area in particular, ceramic artists have 
been going large from the beginning.  
Perhaps it’s the large deposits of cheap 
accessible clay in California or simply 
the willingness to “think different,” 
but many artists have far exceeded the 
tabletop expectations of clay.  

Peter Voulkos, considered by many the father of 
contemporary sculptural ceramics, dared to go large 
in the 1950s with his Abstract Expressionist vessels 
which exceeded his own height and required new kilns 
to be built in order to fire them.  Voulkos’ colleague 
John Mason, who in many ways exceeded Voulkos’ 
scale, conjured up entire walls sculptured and shaped 
in stoneware, then cut up, fired and reassembled them 
as contemporary monuments.  Robert Arneson created 
ceramic installation art and figurative ceramics that 
purposefully met their viewers at eye level.  Viola Frey 
shattered the glass ceiling by piling her stacked figures 
literally to the height of her studio rafters, using scale to 
not only affect the viewer by the sheer size but to add 
content to her art.  Stephen De Staebler followed suit 
with ceramics that not only mimicked the landscape but 
became the landscape themselves. Bay Area artists such 
as John Toki, Robert Brady, Richard Carter, and Annabeth 
Rosen have created large-scale ceramics that may be 
viewed in regional museums and public places.

It is with this rich historical context in mind that Two-
Scale selects six contemporary ceramic artists from 
Northern California who all add size to their artistic 
content: Todd Barricklow, Victoria Jang, Nathan Lynch, 
Mark Messenger, Woody De Othello, and Nancy Selvin.



BY 

Jeffrey Spahn
What is it about scale that makes these works different than they would be if they were to fit 
in the palm of your hand or set on a bric-a-brac shelf?  Why are some pieces kept to less than 
a human scale but replicated over and over to create a different impact?  And how would 
the viewer be affected differently if the scale had been changed?  These are some of the 
questions asked by the curatorial selection of these works.  

For example, why has Todd Barricklow used large doll-like figures, larger than a cuddled 
child’s toy and smaller than a true life-sized man?  Would the work be less approachable, 
too in-your-face at full-scale or too insignificant any smaller?  Do Nancy Selvin’s vessels dare 
the viewer to take note that important female artists were here, staking their ground, lest-
they-be-forgotten to history if scaled to 8” vases full of posies?  Would Nathan Lynch’s social 
“sign posts” be as effective without literally guiding the audience around the room, serving 
as buoys for mental shifts in perception, if they were only 12” high?

It’s clear the artists’ intentions are affected by scale, and without larger-than-life 
interpretations, they’d have far less impact on the viewer. Large-scale works often convey 
the yearning for freedom of unexplored territory, pushing the boundaries, and even pushing 
the viewer to stretch, twist, and maneuver about the work.  This is even more extraordinarily 
featured in a medium such as ceramic which requires sometimes months of building, drying, 
and firing before a work is complete.  The artists in this exhibition have far surpassed the 
expectations of their medium.  They have pushed not only the physics of the clay, but the 
content of their meaning.  To truly experience the impact of their works, one must visit them 
in the round and in their environs.

The art history of western expansion has emphasized its vastness and freedom to break new 
ground.  Two-Scale has expanded that art history by highlighting the large-scale works of the 
six Bay Area artists whose work you see here.



Todd BARRICKLOW

Todd Barricklow’s marionettes tell the 
ancient myth of Golem, the creature con-
jured from clay by a village rabbi to stop 
the oncoming army of raiders. Golem ful-
filled his mission but then turned on the 
town that brought him to life. Each fig-
ure is fitted with hand-cranked messages 
in the forehead for protection from the 
pestilent conditions of thieves, gossip, 
and loneliness, to name a few. Barricklow 
finds this myth relevant in today’s armed 
battles, citing the downing of a Predator 
Drone in the Middle East, which begs the 
question: how long before our weaponry 
is turned against us?



Bottom left
Golem Drone Project #3
2014
ceramic, wood, metal, 
rubber, wire, excelsior, 
paper, ink, shellac             

Top left
Golem Drone Tile 
Masters, 2014 
(one of ten) 
ceramic sgraffito
6 ¾ x 9 x ¼”

Far Right
Golem Drone 

GD132013004 Gossip, 
2014

ceramic, wood, metal, 
rubber, wire, excelsior, 

paper, ink, shellac             

Right
Golem Drone 

GD132013003 Boredom, 
2014

ceramic, wood, metal, 
rubber, wire, excelsior, 

paper, ink, shellac             



Victoria JANG
Cultural displacement envelops Victoria Jang’s 
work. Jang’s sculpture embodies the complex 
hybridization of American-Korean culture. 
Born in Korea and raised in New Jersey, her 
parents owned a small grocery in Manhattan. 
This hybridized culture deeply enriches her 
work. Jang makes use of the rich Korean 
ceramic traditions of celadon glazes and moon 
jars after the late period of the Joseon Dynasty 
(1392–1910). Along with traditions of sending 
American goods back to Korea, she explores 
the “multiplicity of Americanness.”



Far Left
Lost Mountain, 
2017 
ceramic, metal flake 
inlay, epoxy, and 
goldleaf 
26 x 18 x 12”

Left
ASSTRO - American 
Satsuma II, 2017 
ceramic and gold 
luster
11 ½ x 4 ½ x 4 ½”

Right
She Makes Waves, 2017 

ceramic
19 x 19 x 10”



Nathan LYNCH 
Lynch’s six to twelve-foot tall beacons to rising waters act as the flood 
stage markers to a pending ecological collapse. For many years, Lynch 
has fabricated nest modules for seabirds in peril on the Farallon Islands. 
Managing shifting ecologies permeate his work. 

For Dead Reckoning Lynch writes: I am in a boat without an oar. I see the blue and blue-grey possibility of 
everywhere and nowhere coming at me. This is not like surfing at all.  My 
two arms are tired and burned.  Paddling by hand over the edge cannot 
make a dent against the force of this current. The land ahead is disappearing 
or my eyes are weakening. I wonder if I should keep looking. It is not this 
boat that my thoughts sit in, but what surrounds it. What comes after? I do 
not see the shape of my craft or my hand on the edge.



Right
Dead Reckoning (Fools 

Gold, Creamy Lanby, 
Sterling), 2014-15

glazed ceramic, redwood 
and steel
9 x 6 x 6’; 

12 x 6 x 6’;  16 x 6 x 7’

Left
Dead Reckoning (Fools 
Gold, Creamy Lanby, 
Sterling), 2014-15
(detail)



Mark MESSENGER 

Mark Messenger draws into question societal hubris 
and the fall of once great civilizations. His nine-foot 
sculpture holds illustrated segments, defined by 
black rings. At the base of Praise of Folly, there are 
mining of resources, then soldiers, the imprisoned, 
bureaucrats, generals, intellectuals, and the chosen 
class. All are leading up to the hand gesture of the 
winner, ‘we are number one.’



Left
Praise of Folly, 2012 
ceramic
108 x 32 x 22”

Right
Praise of Folly, 2012 

ceramic (detail)

Far left
Praise of Folly, 2012
ceramic (detail)



Woody De OTHELLO

Woody De Othello’s ongoing series of ceramic 
sculpture present semi-anthropomorphic 
forms sometimes resting atop cartoonish 
stools. He animates everyday objects and 
isolated body parts into strange, humorous 
characters. For Deep Breathes (2017), he 
created two vessels which mutate and twist to 
face each other; the similar forms are posed in 
a way that suggest a parent-child relationship. 
Many of his sculptures possess noses, hands, 
or other vaguely humanoid features which 
animate them. Othello’s glazes draw from 
a contrasting palette of rich and cool colors 
that he intuits with a unique sensitivity.



Far left
Down and Out, 2017 
ceramic, underglaze 
and  glaze
17 x 15 ½ x 14” 

Left
A Place for Wigs and 
Potatoes, 2017
ceramic, underglaze 
and glaze
40 x 20 x 14” 

Right
Deep Breathes, 2017  
ceramic, underglaze 

and glaze
38 x 17 x 17”



Nancy SELVIN

In this new body of work, Selvin builds upon 
her strength as a potter of painterly surfaces 
and as a conceptualist with a soft edge. 
The forms in this series are linked to the 
all-encompassing theme of tribute: each 
“trophy” is an homage to a woman Abstract 
Expressionist painter of the New York School 
or from the San Francisco Bay Area. As a 
young artist working in clay, Selvin felt a 
kinship with the Abstract Expressionist (Ab 
Ex) women painters whose works she studied 
and idolized for their process and handling of 
materials, specifically Jay DeFeo, Perle Fine, 
Helen Frankenthaler, Grace Hartigan, Elaine 
de Kooning, Lee Lozano, Joan Mitchell, and 
Charlotte Park.
 
As poignantly stated by Selvin, this new series 
of trophy vessels is “…a way to say thank you 
for clearing a path and providing an example 
for all of us.”

~Jo Lauria essay, 2017 



Top left
Trophy for Jay, 2017 
ceramic
26 x 35”

Bottom left
Trophy for Helen, 2016 
ceramic 
28 x 33” (detail)

Right 
Trophy for Joan, 2017 

ceramic
26 x 30”



Exhibition 
Checklist

Todd Barricklow
Golem Drone Project #3, 2014-2017

All works ceramic, wood, metal, rubber, 
wire, excelsior, paper, ink, shellac
crate: 4 x 11 x 36” 
clay figure: 33  x 11 x 4”
Lent by the artist  

Todd Barricklow
Golem Drone Tile Masters, 2014  
(set of 10) 
ceramic sgraffito
9 x 6 ¾ x ¼”
Lent by the artist

Victoria Jang 
American Satsuma III, 2017   
ceramic
13 x 6 x 6”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
ASSTRO - American Satsuma II, 2017  
ceramic and gold luster
11 ½ x 4 ½ x 4 ½”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
BANDAJI I, 2017     
plywood, screws, resin, spray paint, 
Sumi ink, mulberry paper
2 x 4 x 2’
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco 

Victoria Jang
BANDAJI II, 2017     
plywood, screws, resin, spray paint, 
Sumi ink, mulberry paper
2 x 4 x 2’
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
BAUBLE – Bottle, 2017    
ceramic
11 x 4 x 6”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
Entangle II, 2017     
ceramic
12 ½ x 9 x 9”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
KIMS - American Satsuma 1, 2017   
ceramic and luster
10 ¼  x 5 x 5”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery,
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
Lost Mountain, 2017   
ceramic, metal flake inlay, epoxy, 
and goldleaf 
26 x 18 x 12”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
Moon Room - Bottle, 2017    
porcelain
10 ¼ x 6 x 6”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
NAPA - Moon Jar III, 2017 
porcelain, oxide inlay and gold luster
10 x 6 x 6”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
She Makes Waves, 2017    
ceramic
19 x 19 x 10”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
Sitting in the Waiting Room - Moon Jar II, 2017 
ceramic, oxide inlay and gold luster
12 x 6 x 6”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
Sitting in the Waiting Room - Moon Jar IV, 2017 
ceramic and oxide inlay
10 x 7 x 7”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco

Victoria Jang
You Can’t Make the Ghetto into Black 
Korea - Moon Jar I, 2017   
ceramic, oxide inlay and gold luster 
12 x 8 x 8”
Courtesy Patricia Sweetow Gallery, 
San Francisco 

Golem Drone GD132013032 Disinformation; 
Golem Drone GD132013036 Fascists; 
Golem Drone GD132013035 Fashion; 
Golem Drone GD132013033 Madness; 
Golem Drone GD132013003 Boredom; 
Golem Drone GD132013000 Cars; 
Golem Drone GD132013009 Delusion; 
Golem Drone GD132013006 Devils; 
Golem Drone GD132013008 Doom; 
Golem Drone GD132013020 Drones; 
Golem Drone GD132013023 Ego; 
Golem Drone GD132013007 Ennui; 
Golem Drone GD132013012 Fatigue; 
Golem Drone GD132013024 Gloom; 
Golem Drone GD132013004 Gossip; 
Golem Drone GD132013019 Gravity; 
Golem Drone GD132013013 Greed; 
Golem Drone GD132013018 Holes; 
Golem Drone GD132013021 Impact; 
Golem Drone GD132013015 Mildew; 
Golem Drone GD132013010 Myself; 
Golem Drone GD132013016 Robots; 
Golem Drone GD132013022 Pretense



Mark Messenger
Circumspect, 2017   
ceramic
9 ½ x 9 x 1 ½”
Lent by the artist

Mark Messenger
Halo, 2015     
ceramic
15 x 15 x 3”
From the private collection of Karl McDade 
and Kathleen Ruffle, Berkeley

Mark Messenger
Budapest, 2012     
ceramic
9 x 10 x 2”
Lent by the artist

Mark Messenger    
Praise of Folly, 2012 
ceramic
108 x 32 x 22”
Lent by the artist

Mark Messenger 
Apocalypse, 2007  
ceramic
28 x 8 x 8”
Lent by the artist

Woody De Othello
A Place for Wigs and Potatoes, 2017   
ceramic, underglaze and glaze
40 x 20 x 14” 

Courtesy Jessica Silverman Gallery, 

San Francisco

Nathan Lynch
Dead Reckoning (Fools Gold, Creamy Lanby, 
Sterling), 2014-15
glazed ceramic, redwood and steel
9 x 6 x 6’;  12 x 6 x 6’;  16 x 6 x 7’
Courtesy Rena Bransten Gallery, 
San Francisco

Woody De Othello
Deep Breathes, 2017       
ceramic, underglaze and glaze
38 x 17 x 17”

Courtesy Jessica Silverman Gallery, 

San Francisco

Woody De Othello
Down and Out, 2017     
ceramic, underglaze, glaze
17 x 15 ½ x 14” 

Courtesy Jessica Silverman Gallery, 

San Francisco

Woody De Othello
See Thru, 2017     
ceramic, underglaze, glaze
42 ½  x 19 x 16 ½”

Courtesy Jessica Silverman Gallery, 

San Francisco

Nancy Selvin
Greek Pot, 2017       
collage on Arches paper
36 x 28” 
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Large Pot with Kintsuge, 2017    
collage on Arches paper
36 x 28” 
Lent by the artist
 

Nancy Selvin
Large Pot with Stripes, 2017   
collage on Arches paper
36 x 28” 
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Large Pot with Text, 2014
ceramic
26 x 30”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Small Greek Pot, 2017  
collage on Arches paper
20 x 24” 
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Charlotte, 2017  
ceramic
26 x 32”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Grace, 2017  
ceramic
26 x 33”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Helen, 2016  
ceramic
28 x 33”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Jay, 2017  
ceramic
26 x 35”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Joan, 2017  
ceramic
26 x 30”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Lee, 2017    
ceramic
26 x 30”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Pearl, 2017    
ceramic
26 x 35”
Lent by the artist

Nancy Selvin
Trophy for Sonia, 2017   
ceramic
24 x 30”
Lent by the artist
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